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ABOUT MYLEXISNEXIS

ABOUT THIS TRAINING

My LexisNexis is the go-to online hub for legal
research, guidance and regulatory compliance.
One online platform, three game-changing,
customisable solutions.

There are three modules in the LexisLibrary training series.

LexisLibrary
All-in-one access to legislation,
commentary, case law and more.
It’s a comprehensive digital
library that will always keep you
informed
Practical Guidance
Your professional legal howto guide. Access guidance
notes, commentary, legislation,
case law, forms, precedents,
checklists and other resources
all in one place
LexisAssure
A pro-active compliance alert
tool that informs you of any
regulatory changes that could
speciﬁcally place your business
at risk. It’s a pro-active radar that
won’t let you miss a trick
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Module 1: LexisLibrary Basic Skills
This module will assist a ﬁrst time user or beginner in learning the
navigation methods necessary to get the most out of LexisLibrary. In
addition, a basic overview of Law Reports, Legal Citator, Legislation
and search techniques is provided.
Module 2: LexisLibrary Legal Research
This module will equip you with the fundamental tools and skills
required to get the most out of your LexisLibrary research experience.
Skills you will acquire in this module:
 BbVTf\aZeX bgeVX fbTa iXe cXV\ÀVdgX f\ba
 Jf\_\ \aZ XVbaWTe bgeVX
 HXÀa\aZ XTeV[eX g_f
 J \aZ XVbaWTe bgeVX fb\WXaf\Yce\`Te bgeVX
 9eXTf\aZYb_WXe TaW Th\aZeX XTeV[
Module 3: LexisLibrary Advanced Legal Research
This module introduces how LexisLibrary will assist you to answer
more complex legal questions.
Skills you will acquire in this module:
 feTfXZ\X YbeeX b_h\aZVb`c_Xj_XZT_dgX f\ba
 ?WXaf\Y\aZXafecb\af \afbaXfibe^ bY_XZT_eX bgeVX
 XTeV[\aZg \aZ^XibeW
 <\aW\aZce\`Te bgeVX bY_Ti
 J \aZBXZT_9\fTfbeT TeX XTeV[fbb_
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1. Primary and Secondary Sources
LexisLibrary offers you a wide variety of resources to deal
with any area of law that you need to research. These can
be divided between primary sources (Law Reports and
Legislation), and secondary sources (Commentaries,
Textbooks and Journals).
The preferred route to take through these sources is
to begin with a secondary source, which will allow you
to identify the relevant primary source. When it comes
to citing an authority for a legal proposition you should
always rely on a primary source, unless there is none.
Some leading examples of the above are:

1.1 PRIMARY SOURCES
LAW REPORTS
The All South African Law Reports (All SA), this is a
general law report series providing a selection of the most
pertinent Civil and Criminal judgments from the High
Courts and Supreme Court of Appeal from 1947 to the
present. Also part of this title are the pre-1947 decisions
from the various divisions of the Supreme Court and
former Appellate Division and the courts that existed
ce\be fb '/'&$ I[X 7__ 7 \  cgU_\ [XW `baf[_$ <bgaW \a
LexisLibrary, under law reports, 1996 to 2016 - All South
African Law Reports, Law Reports / 1947 to 1995 - All South
African Law Reports, Law Reports / 1828 to 1946 - All South
African Law Reports, Law Reports.
Butterworths Constitutional Law Reports (BCLR), a
specialised law report series which reports decisions
interpreting the Constitution or with constitutional
signiﬁcance. The BCLR includes decisions from the
Constitutional Court, as well as from the Supreme Court of
Appeal and High Courts. The BCLR is published monthly.
<bgaW \a BXj\ B\UeTe" gaWXe _Ti eXcbef " 9ba f\fgf\baT_
Law Reports, Law Reports.
Judgments Online (JOL), an online law report series
covering a wide variety of decisions from South African
courts, commissions, councils and tribunals. It is a
convenient tool to stay abreast of the latest cases on
a daily basis. It provides access to all the judgments we
receive, including cases marked ‘not reported’.
Includes “Hot off the Bench” judgment alerts, a quick and
easy way of keeping yourself up to date and informed
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about the most recent high proﬁle judgments. “JOL
express” judgments includes older judgments which are
currently in the processing queue for value-adds such
as keywords, summaries and parallel citations. JOL is
cgU_\ [XWWT\_$<bgaW\aBXj\ B\UeTe"gaWXe_TieXcbef "
Judgments Online, Table of cases / Judgments / Hot off
the Bench / JOL express judgments.
Butterworths Labour Law Reports (BLLR), a specialised
labour law report series reporting decisions from the
Labour and Labour Appeal Courts. The BLLR is published
`baf[_$<bgaW\aBXj\ B\UeTe"gaWXe_TieXcbef "BTUbge
Law reports, Law Reports.
South African Tax Cases (SATC), a specialised tax law
report series reporting decisions from the tax courts and
appellate courts. The SATC is published eight times a year.
<bgaW\aBXj\ B\UeTe"gaWXefTjVT X "bgf[7Ye\VTaITj
Cases Reports.
Competition Law Reports (CPLR), a specialised
competition law report series reporting decisions from
the Competition Tribunal, the Competition Appeal Court,
the High Courts and the Supreme Court of Appeal. The
9FBH \  cgU_\ [XW U\#TaagT__$ <bgaW \a BXj\ B\UeTe"
under law reports, Competition law reports.
LEGISLATION
National$ <bgaW \a f[X BXj\ B\UeTe" gaWXe BXZ\ _Tf\ba ´
bgf[7Ye\VT´DTf\baT_
Provincial$<bgaW\af[XBXj\ B\UeTe"gaWXeBXZ\ _Tf\ba ´
bgf[7Ye\VT´HXZ\baT_
Local$ <bgaW \a f[X BXj\ B\UeTe" gaWXe BXZ\ _Tf\ba ´
bgf[7Ye\VT´BbVT_=bhXea`Xaf

1.2 SECONDARY SOURCES
Law of South Africa (LAWSA) a comprehensive resource
of South African law covering the entire scope of the
Vbgafe¹  _Ti$ <bgaW \a BXj\ B\UeTe" gaWXe HXYXeXaVX
Works, Indexes, Dictionaries and Diaries.
Practical Guidance combines unique content written
Ybe f[X FeTVf\VT_ =g\WTaVX g\fX bY cebWgVf   Xff\aZ
out the steps needed to apply various areas of law) with
applicable case law, legislation, check lists, news updates
TaW bf[Xe eX bgeVX $ <bgaW ba CBXj\ DXj\ " FeTVf\VT_
=g\WTaVX$
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Index and Noter-up to the All South African and South
African Law Reports is an index, published in several
volumes, allowing a user to match the subject matter
you are looking for to speciﬁc reported cases from 1947
to present. Making up the index are the following tables:
the rules of court, case history, table of statutes, words
and phrases and the Noter-up. These allow you to ﬁnd
cases that have dealt with speciﬁc sections in Acts, rules
of court, how speciﬁc words and phrases have been
interpreted or deﬁned by the courts, to ﬁnd cases which
have been appealed and what the result was. The Noterup allows you to ﬁnd how a decision has been referenced
U_TfXeWXV\ \ba $<bgaW\aBXj\ B\UeTe"gaWXeHXYXeXaVX
Works, Indexes, Dictionaries and Diaries.
Dictionary of Legal Words and Phrases
<bgaW \a BXj\ B\UeTe" gaWXe HXYXeXaVX Lbe^ " ?aWXjX "
Dictionaries and Diaries.
Amlers Precedents of Pleadings is a guide to pleading
together with precedents, providing explanations in
respect of the substantive law applicable to speciﬁc
causes of action. Useful, not just for pleading, but also
fb \WXaf\Y f[X eX_XhTaf _Ti \a `b f TeXT $ <bgaW \a
LexisLibrary, under Pleadings.
Civil Procedure in the Superior Courts & Civil Procedure
in Magistrates’ Courts are commentary works on the
Superior Courts Act, Magistrates Court Act, Uniform
Hg_X  bY 9bgef TaW CTZ\ feTfX  Vbgef Hg_X $ <bgaW \a
LexisLibrary, under Civil Procedure.
High Court Motion Procedure is a commentary work
on the rules and procedures relevant to motion court
work in the High Courts (covers the Uniform Rules of
Court, matrimonial and family Law, general applications,
insolvency law and company law). Provides useful
summaries of the law, checklists and precedents in
eX cXVf bY f[X X XVf\ba $ <bgaW \a BXj\ B\UeTe" gaWXe
Civil Procedure.
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Corporate and Commercial.
Principles and Practice of Labour Law is a commentary
work for Labour law and the various applicable Acts.
<bgaW\aBXj\ B\UeTe"gaWXeBTUbge_Ti$
Family Law Service is commentary work covering various
Acts applicable within the family and matrimonial law
VbafXjf$<bgaW\aBXj\ B\UeTe"gaWXeFXe ba TaW<T`\_$
The Law of Contract in South Africa is a text book
Xjc_T\a\aZ f[X _Ti bY VbafeTVf$ <bgaW \a BXj\ B\UeTe"
under Contract.
Insolvency Law is a commentary work on the Insolvency
7Vf$<bgaW\aBXj\ B\UeTe"gaWXe?a b_hXaV$
Criminal Law\ TfXjfUbb^Xjc_T\a\aZVe\`\aT__Ti$<bgaW
in LexisLibrary, under Criminal Law.
The South African Law of Evidence is a text book
Xjc_T\a\aZ f[X _Ti bY Xh\WXaVX$ <bgaW \a BXj\ B\UeTe"
under Procedural Law.
Silberberg and Schoeman’s: The Law of Property is a text
Ubb^Xjc_T\a\aZf[X_TibYcebcXef$<bgaW\aBXj\ B\UeTe"
under Property.
1.2.1 USING A SECONDARY SOURCE
Secondary sources are usually divided into chapters
which deal with speciﬁc sub-topics under the general
topic covered by the source. They will also have a contents
page and an index. Some will, in addition, contain a table
of cases and a table of statutes. These are all available to
you in LexisLibrary via the Table of Contents (TOC), for
example:

Henochsberg on the Companies Act 71 of 2008,
Henochsberg on the Companies Act 61 of 1973 &
Henochsberg on the Close Corporations Act, are detailed
section by section commentaries on the Companies Acts
(&&.TaW'/-)TaWf[X9_b X9becbeTf\ba 7Vf$<bgaW\a
LexisLibrary, under Corporate and Commercial.
Hiemstra’s Criminal Procedure is a detailed section by
section commentary on the Criminal Procedure Act.
<bgaW\aBXj\ B\UeTe"gaWXe9e\`\aT__Ti$
Guide to the National Credit Act is a commentary work
ba f[X DTf\baT_ 9eXW\f 7Vf$ <bgaW \a BXj\ B\UeTe" gaWXe
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Figure 1: Example of the expanded contents of a
secondary source
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What is required of a user is the ability to identify whether the answer to a question being dealt with will be found within a speciﬁc
source. The steps to do this are:
1. Identify the relevant secondary source
2. Look at the table of contents to ascertain whether the question ﬁts into any of the chapters of the source
3. If the question does not appear to ﬁt within one of the chapters, or they are too broad to decide accurately, look at the index for
speciﬁc words associated with the question. Indexes will usually break down a larger concept into its constituent parts, together
with cross-references, to make locating it within the source easier, for example:

Figure 2: Index entries under “W” for the South African Law of Evidence
As this is an online resource the page numbers are hyperlinked so simply selecting them will take you to the speciﬁc page of the
source.
1. The table of statutes will indicate the pages in a source that deal with speciﬁc Acts, or sections within those Acts.
2. The table of cases indicates which pages of the source refer to speciﬁc cases.
)$Ea_\aXcebWgVf TeXT_ b XTeV[TU_Xh\Tf[X=XaXeT_#TaW7WhTaVXW# XTeV[Ybe` $
The value of a secondary source is that it draws several other sources together in a discussion around a particular topic to give
the researcher an overall understanding. A secondary source will generally break down the topic to its most basic aspects and
then build it up from there. This is in contrast to a judgment (primary source) which will deal with a topic to the extent necessary
to resolve a dispute, while assuming that the reader already understands the topic. A secondary source takes the various
pronouncements of the courts on the topic, together with legislation and other secondary sources ( journal articles, academic
opinions and textbooks), and produces a critical analysis of the topic for the user. This is why, for anyone who lacks experience in a
particular area of law, a secondary source is always the better option to use when beginning research, rather than a primary source.
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1.2.2 REFINING SEARCH RESULTS
In the section of searching in Module 1: LexisLibrary Basic Skills, the various search forms and methods of searching LexisLibrary
were set out. LexisLibrary also allows you to reﬁne your search results once you have produced them. This is done on the search
results screen.
This is the result of a search for the word “contract” over the entire LexisLibrary:

Figure 3: Search for “contract” over LexisLibrary
The screen provides several ﬁltering options to reduce the number of results. To access any of the ﬁlters select the down arrow
next to the desired ﬁlter:

Figure 4: Filtering by publication source
Select the desired options and then select “Update and Close”.
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The ﬁlters all function in the same way, except for date published, which provides a time line slider with beginning and end dates to
be selected on the slider:

Figure 5: Date published ﬁlter
Other functions available on the search results screen are:
  bgVTaXjcTaWf[Xag`UXebYeX g_f i[\V[i\__TccXTebaf[X VeXXa\a\aVeX`Xaf bYfXa"Yeb`fXafbÀYf$
 XTeV[eX g_f VTaUX befXW\abeWXebYeX_XhTaVXfbf[X XTeV[dgXebe\aV[ebab_bZ\VT_beWXe$
 \aZ_X h\Xi \  Ta bcf\ba i[\V[ ibe^  \a f[X T`X iT T  f[X ¶K\Xi X_XVf\ba· YgaVf\ba \a f[X IE9 WX Ve\UXW \a CbWg_X '0
LexisLibrary Basic Skills). You select the results (via the tick boxes alongside them) which you want to combine into one
document, then select “Single view” to do so. They can then be downloaded or emailed as one document.
 <eb`f[X XTeV[eX g_f  VeXXabgVTah\Xif[XWXÀa\f\babYf[XfXe` bg\aV_gWXW\abgedgXeU[bhXe\aZbhXef[X`0

Figure 6: Viewing the deﬁnition of a search term
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XTeV[\aZi\f[\aeX g_f T__bi Tg XefbTWWfXe` fbf[Xbe\Z\aT_ XTeV[$<beXjT`c_X"\af[XTUbhX XTeV[\fVbg_WUXeXÀaXWU
adding “offer and acceptance” to the search query. This is done by typing the additional terms into the “search within results” form
baf[X_XYfbYf[X VeXXaTaW X_XVf\aZ¶=b·$I[X XfXe` VTaT_ bUXeX`bhXWYeb`f[X XTeV[U X_XVf\aZf[XZeXVeb f[Tf
appears next to them (any ﬁlters which are applied appear in the box below the “search within results” form and can be cleared in
this way):

Figure 7: Search within results ﬁlter
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2. Research Methodology
Now, let us think of a situation you may ﬁnd yourself in:

You have been asked if there is any authority for the proposition that a sale of land is void because the agreement
was oral and not written
What do you do?

If this is an area of law that you are dealing with for the ﬁrst time you should proceed as follows:

1. Identify the area of law (Example: if you are asked to
research aspects of the National Credit Act you may
not know the area of law but you will at least know
that any textbooks or commentaries with the words
“National Credit Act” in their title will assist you.)
2. Identify what kind of authority governs that area of law
(ie is it governed by statute or the common law and is
it a question of procedural or substantive law). This
step can form part of either the ﬁrst step or the second
step, as it will act as a useful guide to both identifying
the area of law that you are dealing with and showing
you where you might want to start your research.
3. Make a decision about whether to start your research
using a primary or a secondary resource.
a. The usual starting point is via a textbook (secondary
source) which will then refer you to primary sources
(case law, common law or legislation) or to other
secondary sources (textbooks, journal articles and
commentaries).
b. You should also consider beginning with Practical
=g\WTaVX$
c. If you are unsure where the area of law will be found,
scanning through the TOC in LexisLibrary will give
you some guidance.
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4. If you’ve decided to use a secondary resource, then
locate a source (textbook, journal or commentary) on
the subject and use its index or run a search over the
source to ﬁnd the content you are looking for. This
will point you to case law and/or legislation (primary
sources) that will give you an authoritative answer to
your question.
a. If the answer lies in legislation, you should also
establish whether a commentary work exists for the
particular Act to assist you in your interpretation of
the Act or section in question.
b. If the answer is found in a particular case you should
also refer to the Legal Citator or the Noter-up to
see whether the case has gone on appeal or was
referenced by later decisions; this may give you
further insight and guidance into the question you
are dealing with.
5. If there is no textbook on the question then look at the
primary sources directly:
a. You can look for case law by searching the law reports
for keywords that are relevant to the question at
hand. The most accurate results are obtained by
using Boolean operators and short phrases or just
single words. Make sure that you restrict your search
by ticking only those resources which you think may
VbafT\aeX_XhTafeX g_f $<beXjT`c_XbgTeXga_\^X_
to ﬁnd any cases that deal with section 9 of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 in
'.(.fb'/*,´7__bgf[7Ye\VTaBTiHXcbef $
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Applying the above process to our question:
Step 1:

What area of law are we dealing with?
Sale, speciﬁcally sale of land.

Step 2:

What type of authority governs this area of law?
It could be statutes or common law.

Step 3:

Where should we start our research?
We will begin with a textbook.

Step 4:

(i) Is there a textbook on the subject?

Figure 8: Locating a textbook on the subject
We have two possibilities: Norman’s Law of Purchase and Sale in SA or Silverburg and Schoeman’s: The Law of Property.
It is entirely a personal preference at this point, or if you haven’t dealt with the area before it will probably just be a question of
looking at one and then the other. We will start with Norman’s because it is a book about sale and may be more to the point of what
we are looking for:
Step 4:

(ii) Identify the relevant chapters in the textbook

Figure 9: Contents of Norman’s Law of Purchase and Sale in South Africa
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Having run an eye over the contents it is clear that there is no dedicated chapter on the subject, so we should look at the index.
However, as we are dealing with an online product here we have another, faster option. Simply select the whole book by selecting
the tick box next to the title and search for “sale of land” alternatively using the Boolean operators ‘“sale” AND “Land”’ may also be
a good choice.

Figure 10: Searching the selected secondary source
Step 4:

(iii) Searching in textbook using the general search form:

The top result here seems to be promising:

Figure 11: Search results

July 2016
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Identify the answer:
And so we seem to have an answer (clicking the red cross in the tool bar will remove the red marks indicating hits within the
document for your search query):

Figure 12: Paragraph in Norman’s Law of Purchase and Sale dealing with the sale of land
Step 5:

Locate a primary source within this result for an authoritative answer

We must now look for the Alienation of Land Act:

Figure 13: Alienation of Land Act

July 2016
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Figure 14: Section 2 of the Alienation of Land Act
Step 6:

Check any other references or requirements in the primary source

<beV_Te\fiX [bg_W X_XVff[X_\a^Ybe XVf\ba(.bYf[X7VffbT VXefT\ai[Tff[Tf_\`\fTf\ba\ 0

Figure 15: Section 28 of the Alienation of Land Act
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<eb`f[\ iX XXf[Tff[X XVf\baWXT_ i\f[f[XVba XdgXaVX bYhb\W\aZbefXe`\aTf\aZWXXW bYT_\XaTf\ba"i[\V[ZbX UXbaW
the question we were asked.
It is always prudent to check whether a term used in a section of an Act has been deﬁned in the deﬁnitions section of that Act.
Checking “deed of alienation” in section 1 of the Alienation of Land Act shows that it is deﬁned as:
““deed of alienation” means a document or documents under which land is alienated;”

Final step: Collate your research and answer the question
So the answer to the question: “if there is any authority for the proposition that a sale of land is void because the agreement was
oral and not written” is:

“Yes, section 2(1) of the Alienation of Land Act 68 of 1981 provides that:
‘No alienation of land after the commencement of this section shall, subject to the provisions of section 28, be of any
force or effect unless it is contained in a deed of alienation [a document or documents under which land is alienated]
signed by the parties thereto or by their agents acting on their written authority.’”

Saving your research:
Once you have completed your research and found the answer to the question which was posed to you, you should keep the
research somewhere to refer to should you need it in the future.
LexisLibrary has several features which will help you do so:
You can simply download the research to your computer or other storage device, via the download icon at the top of the document:

Figure 16: Download icon
A method which would be useful in the above scenario would be to go back to the documents which we viewed (para 7.2 of
Norman’s Law of Purchase and Sale; Section 2 of the Alienation of Land Act; Section 28 of the Alienation of Land Act and the
WXÀa\f\babY¶WXXWbYT_\XaTf\ba·TaW X_XVfT__bYf[X`\af[XfTU_XbYVbafXaf $?YiXf[Xa X_XVf¶K\Xi9bafXaf ·f[Xi\__T__UX
combined into one document, which can then be saved or emailed.

Figure 17: Table of contents features
The last option would be to save the documents to a folder in LexisLibrary. This is a good option as it will ensure that any updates to
the saved documents reﬂects, and should you require this research again in the future, it will not be out of date.
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To create a research folder:
9_\V^baf[X<b_WXe UgffbaTUbhXf[XWbVg`Xaf$

Then click on the Create button and type a name for your folder (replacing the text which is there “New Client”). Press enter. Then
V_\V^baf[Xc_g  \ZaaXjffbf[XaXi_VeXTfXWYb_WXe$IcXTaT`XYbef[X gUYb_WXeTaWceX ;afXe XX<\ZgeX '.´('$

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 21
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Saving to a folder:
To save a document that you are currently viewing to a folder, click on the yellow folder icon above the document. This will open the
Save document reference to a client folder window.

Figure 22: Saving to a folder

Choose the folder name and click on the green “Save” button.
IbTVVX f[XWbVg`XafTZT\a"]g fV_\V^ba<b_WXe TaWV[bb X
the relevant folder and document. Should you want to delete the
saved document from the folder at any stage, click on the red “x”
that appears to the right of the document name.
Having done so, you will now always be able to access this
information from a safe and reliable location.

Figure 23: Viewing / deleting a document saved in
my folders
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